NON-SETTLEMENT MAY WEAKEN FREE WORLD
—U.S. WARNS
(By SYLVAIN MANGEOT)
LONDON, May 26
THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT and the Anglo-
Iranian Oil Company took simultaneous but
separate action in The Hague today to place
the Persian oil dispute before the International
Court of Justice.
It was officially emphasized, however, that to
day's moves, taken to safeguard Britain's legal
position, do nothing to warrant settlement by direct
negotiations with the Persian Government.
If the Persian Government rejects the offer made
in this British note to The Hague, it is stated, it will be
void at any time.

3 Point Plebiscite
Started Yesterday

The Oil Arbitration Committee
appointed by the Anglo-
Iranian Oil Company to
arrange a plebiscite on the
oil dispute, as suggested by
the Prime Minister to allow
British envoy tried to
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THE OLD WAY

U.S. Force Crosses 38th Parallel

TOKYO, May 26
A United States Task Force raced across the 38th
parallel north of Seoul to-day, as the United Nations
forces continued.

Today Austria
Will Elect A New President

VIENNA, May 26
Austria's Government announced that the
Austrian people would elect a new president
on June 23.
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Wounded Chinese
Crowd Hospitals

SAN FRANCISCO, May 26
The first supply of medical supplies
has reached China, and the
Chinese government has
begun to arrange for
the transport of wounded
Chinese soldiers to

SAVED!

3 Czechs Will Die

VADUZ, May 26
The Council of Ministers
of the Principality of
Liechtenstein has
sentenced three
Czechoslovakian
prisoners to

S. KOREA DOES NOT WANT PEACE YET

Pusan, North Korea, May 26
The American delegates
of the United Nations
war correspondents and

WALCOTT WILL REPORT ON LABOUR TROUBLES
In Antigua

From our New Correspondent

THE Old Way

Canada's Exports
To Britain Up 50%

OTTAWA, May 26
Canada's exports to Britain in the next year,
are expected to be up 50 per cent, over those
for the last year, it was predicted to-night in a few
eminent statement announcing the end of the
Anglo-Canadian Talks here, representing the
reversal of the reduction trend which has been re-
flected in Canada's trade with Britain since 1947.

Sunday Times Takes Stock

COMMONWEALTH
The Convention of the Ten, in Munson,
introduced at the London Conference yesterday,
agreed to the principle of the United Nations
in the African area.

MOTHERS' DAY

PARIS, May 26
A new novel commander
of the Allied air
forces in Norway
will take over

A Touch of Grace

PAARL K.W.V.
Give your dinner table an air of charm and
gaiety. K.W.V. Paarl K.W. V is just what you
want to serve to your friends on special
occasions. Give your dinner table a pause-
worthy setting, a pleasant talk will be
guaranteed. Enjoy the finest.

PINE AND ENJOY
THE FINEST!
ASk FOR
K.W.V. TAWNY